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a midwife attending a pregnant woman

Feddy Mwanga  

As we move into the New Year 2020, I want to encourage all

TAMA members to continue working within your branches to

create community-strengthening initiatives, such as forums around

family planning, breastfeeding, proper pre and postnatal care, or

any other topics that may be relevant within your regions. our

message to the community is "Midwives Save lives" let us continue

to advocate for midwifery and midwives whenever we get the

opportunity.

 

 

Add a little bit of body text

Hello #TEAMTAMA! Since our last issue in September,

there have been many exciting developments within

TAMA: we’ve seen steady membership growth within

our branches, we’ve begun wrapping up the final

months of two  of our key projects — Midwives Save

Lives, and 50,000 Happy Birthdays which final

evaluations are in progress and   we’ve begun the

brainstorming process for a new projects that will be  

designed to strengthen our association and save

more lives of mothers and babies in Tanzania.  The

end of 2019 also meant the departure of CUSO

International volunteers from   TAMA. Since 2017,

Cuso has been sending skilled volunteers from

Canada to support TAMA in a number of areas

including monitoring and evaluation, communication,

business development, and gender inclusion. 

 

Their work has been integral to many of our organization’s key

developments such as the creation of a communications plan, a

gender training program for our midwives, and the development of

a donate function on our website. You might have noticed an

increased visibility of TAMA through our website, facebook,  

 instagram and quarterly newsletter.

A Message from the #TEAMTAMA President 



Visit from the Canadian
Association of Midwives

The 50K Happy Birthdays Project is one of the

most important maternal health projects

currently operating in Tanzania. In the last 4

months alone, more than 459 health care

providers have been trained on the project’s

Helping Mothers Survive and Helping Babies

Breath programs. 

 

50K Happy Birthdays is set to wrap in March of

2020. TAMA looks forward to working with the

International Confederation of Midwives (ICM)

and Laerdal Global Health on a new phase of

the project, focused on ensuring each Region

(Katavi, Tanga and Geita)   has the materials

they need to continue with facility-based

trainings in HMS and HBS.

50,000 Happy Birthdays Project Update 
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Back in September, our friends from the Canadian

Association of Midwives (CAM) came all the way

from Canada to discuss the future of one of our key

projects — Midwives Save Lives (MSL). Since 2016,

this project, with the support of CAM, Cuso, and

Global Affairs Canada, has trained over 460

midwives from  the Simiyu and Shinyanga regions on

life-saving pre, post, and antenatal care skills.

 

This four-year project will finish in March of 2020,

but TAMA’s relationship with CAM will continue well

into the future. We’re currently developing a new

project with CAM that will focus more on the

capacity building of TAMA itself. What will that look

like? Think more training for administrative tasks,

support with branch activations, and other activities

that will allow happy to better support its member

base.  Stay tuned to our social media channels for

updates on our new project with CAM!

TAMA and CAM staff 

A TAMA midwife speaks to community members in Shinyanga this past

September about male involvement in child delivery. These types of community

gatherings are funded by the current CAM/TAMA collaboration

Midwife trainers learn new skills at a 50000 HB workshop in Tanga 



If it weren't for TAMA midwife,   Rukia Ramadan

Rashidi, this young mother might not be here

today.Earlier this year, Rukia attended our 50,000

Happy Birthdays training where she learned life-

saving skills, such as how to manage  severe

bleeding. Last week, she was able to put her training

to use when the mother pictured in this photo was

rapidly losing blood during her delivery. Rukia

immediately recognized the symptoms of postpartum

hemorrhage and administered a dose of Oxytocin,

and helped the mother to deliver the placenta and

massage the uterus . These actions helped manage

the bleeding, saving the mother's life.

 

“Before this training, I would have had to call a

clinical officer to help with this type of delivery,”

says Rukia. She is one of two midwives at the

Bagomoyo Clinic who have received 50,000 Happy

Birthdays training. Together, these midwives are now

passing along their learnings to other healthcare

providers at the clinic. 

 

In this issue of Wakunga Tanzania, we’re

highlighting the amazing work conducted by

TEAMTAMA’s Kibaha District Council Branch. Kibaha

is one of the most active branches in our

organization and its members regularly conduct

outreach initiatives to provide community members

with a range of health information. In this past year

alone, Kibaha Branch has lead forums on the

importance of family planning, they’ve educated

traditional birth attendants on the harmful practice

of delivering at home, and they’ve provided groups

of young girls with cervical cancer vaccinations. 

 

Hongera sana, Kibaha! You’re an example of

leadership and activism within our organization

 

For other branches looking to host activities similar

to what Kibaha branch has done, feel free to reach

out to TAMA HQ for support — simply send and

email to info@tama.co.tz or message us through our

Facebook page.

Kibaha DC Branch Profile  
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Rukia explains that often midwives are the most

skilled healthcare professional in the delivery room

and if they don’t have all the necessary training, the

lives of mothers and babies are at risk. 

 

“We should implement what is trained in 50,000

Happy Birthdays to as many midwives as possible so

that more mothers are saved,” Rukia emphasizes

#TEAMTAMA Member Profile - Rukia Ramadan Rashidi
A Kibaha TAMA Branch member takes a selfie with a group of young girls who just received

their cervical cancer vaccination. 

Rukia Ramadan Rashidi (left) and the young mother whose life she saved 



In early September, 4 members of TAMA’s

leadership traveled to Windhoek, Namibia to

attend the International Confederation of

Midwives’ Africa Regional Conference. 300

midwives and maternal healthcare leaders took

part in the event which featured speeches,

workshops, and skill-sharing over a week-long

period. Our very own Lucy Mabada, in

partnership with Laerdal Global Health, ICM, and

Jhpiego facilitated a hands-on simulation-based

skills training on Helping Mothers Survive —

Essential Care in Labour & Birth. 
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#TEAMTAMA Website

We’re very proud of TAMA’s representation at this

fantastic conference and we look forward to future ICM

conference where more of our team members will have

the opportunity to share their work and learn from

midwives around the world. For more photos from the

trip, visit our Instagram account (tama.tanzania).

In addition to Lucy’s presentation, Stephano Simba, TAMA

Executive Committee Member, conducted a workshop and

Symposium on Respective Maternity Care as part of the More

and Better Midwives for Rural Tanzania project. TAMA had a total

of four oral presentations in the conference 

 

 
There are a lot of new developments

happening at TAMA, including important

updates to our website that will make it

easier for members and prospective members

to get information about TAMA and how to

establish a branch. On your right are few of

the resources on our website

Interactive map of TAMA Branches - for both current

and prospective TAMA members, this new interactive

map allows you to see where all of our branches are

located as well as the contact person of the chair at

each branch. 

Video resources - we’re working making it easier for you

to understand the ins and outs of being a TAMA

member. We have three new videos on our site that

cover topics related to TAMA membership such as ‘how

to form a TAMA branch’, ‘how to manage branch funds’

and ‘the role of a TAMA secretary’. 

#TEAMTAMA blog - we’ve created a blog to highlight

the amazing work of our members. Reach out to

info@tama.co.tz if you have a story or individual you’d

like featured on the blog. 

New Member Resources on the 
 

ICM Regional Conference 
Namibia 2019

TAMA and ICM staff during the Africa Regional Conference this past September


